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die expedition von captain meriwether lewis und seinem zweiten offizier lieutenant william clark geht weiter sie
dringen vor bis ins landessinnere wo sie auf einen weiteren torbogen stoßen der ihnen den erstkontakt zu einer
unglaublichen zivilisation ermöglicht und diese ist wie sonst nichts auf dieser welt this new seminar study surveys
the history of u s territorial expansion from the end of the american revolution until 1860 the book explores the
concept of manifest destiny and asks why if expansion was manifest there was such opposition to almost every
expansionist incident paying attention to key themes often overlooked indian removal and the us government land
sales policy the book looks at both foreign expansion such as the louisiana purchase in 1803 and the war with
mexico in the 1840s and internal expansion as american settlers moved west finally the book addresses the most
recent historiographical trends in the subject and asks how americans have dealt with the expansionist legacy
explore america s rich and complex past in this accessible presentation of american history using a streamlined and
powerful narrative the authors take readers beyond an assortment of facts to tell the story of our nation american
stories covers the essential elements and events in american history and uses significant incidents and episodes to
reflect the dilemmas choices and decisions made by the american people as well as by their leaders this title is
available in a number of formats digital and print pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through
pearson s mylab products coursesmart amazon and more to learn more about pricing options and customization
click the choices tab alert before you purchase check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct isbn several versions of pearson s mylab mastering products exist for each title including
customized versions for individual schools and registrations are not transferable in addition you may need a
courseid provided by your instructor to register for and use pearson s mylab mastering products packages access
codes for pearson s mylab mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies
other than pearson check with the seller before completing your purchase used or rental books if you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have
to purchase a new access code access codes access codes that are purchased from sellers other than pearson carry
a higher risk of being either the wrong isbn or a previously redeemed code check with the seller prior to purchase
manifest destiny is a novel that is based largely on events that took place during the korean war in the early 1950 s
conflict romance mystery the stigma associated with mental illness and humorous events take place the cultural
characteristics of the era and especially those of the small towns of canada and home of the main protagonist are
portrayed the lives of the principal characters before during and after the war are described peter farley the main
protagonist becomes romantically involved with several women and especially with an american nurse in korea the
soviet embassy in ottawa recruits a canadian communist fellow traveller to spy on canadian forces in korea and his
identity remains a mystery until near the end of the book combat occurs against the chinese and north korean
communist forces in korea peter farley becomes a prisoner of war and returns to canada to a difficult and uncertain
future because his mind has been damaged by torture that he endured while in captivity new story arc venturing
deeper into the heartland the expedition discovers another arch which can only signal new trouble while sacagawea
experiences complications with her pregnancy deep in america s heartland lewis clark s expedition discovers a
civilization unlike any they or anyone else on earth has encountered an encounter that will push their men to the
brink of mutiny and redefine the relationship between man and monster predator and prey as indelible
components of the history of the united states race and racism have permeated nearly all aspects of life cultural
economic political and social in this first anthology on race in early cinema fourteen scholars examine the origins
dynamics and ramifications of racism and eurocentrism and the resistance to both during the early years of
american motion pictures any discussion of racial themes and practices in any arena inevitably begins with the
definition of race is race an innate and biologically determined essence or is it a culturally constructed category is
the question irrelevant perhaps race exists as an ever changing historical and social formation that regardless of
any standard definition involves exploitation degradation and struggle in his introduction daniel bernardi writes that
the question irrelevant perhaps race exists as an ever changing historical and social formation that regardless of
any standard definition involves exploitation degradation and struggle in his introduction daniel bernardi writes that
the question irrelevant perhaps race exists as an ever changing historical and social formation that regardless of
any standard definition involves exploitation degradation and struggle in his introduction daniel bernardi writes that
early cinema has been a clear partner in the hegemonic struggle over the meaning of race and that it was
steadfastly aligned with a eurocentric world view at the expense of those who didn t count as white the contributors
to this work tackle these problems and address such subjects as biological determinism miscegenation manifest
destiny assimilation and nativism and their impact on early cinema analyses of the birth of a nation romona nanook
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the question irrelevant perhaps race exists as an ever changing historical and social formation that regardless of
any standard definition involves exploitation degradation and struggle in his introduction daniel bernardi writes that
early cinema has been a clear partner in the hegemonic struggle over the meaning of race and that it was
steadfastly aligned with a eurocentric world view at the expense of those who didn t count as white the contributors
to this work tackle these problems and address such subjects as biological determinism miscegenation manifest

filibustering movement robustly relates the often tragic stories of illegal expeditions into Cuba, Mexico, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and other Latin American countries, and details surprising numbers of aborted plots as well may investigate why thousands of men joined filibustering expeditions how they were financed and why the U.S. government had little success in curtailing them surveying antebellum popular media he shows how the filibustering phenomenon infiltrated the American psyche in newspapers, theater, music advertising, and literature condemned abroad as pirates frequently in language strikingly similar to modern American denunciations of foreign terrorists, the filibusters were often celebrated as heroes who epitomized the spirit of manifest destiny may conclude by exploring the national consequences of filibustering arguing that the practice inflicted lasting damage on U.S. relations with foreign countries and contributed to the North-South division over slavery that culminated in the Civil War. A short guide to writing about history is an ideal complement for any history course intended to teach students to think and write like historians, this engaging and practical text will teach students how to go beyond reporting the basic dates and facts of their history books and show them how to infuse their writing with their own ideas and unique perspective, covering brief essays and the documented resource paper, the text explores the writing and researching processes in different modes of historical writing including argument and offers guidelines for improving style as well as documenting sources.

## Summary

This text explores the idea of decline in Western history and sets out to explain how the conviction of civilization’s inevitable end has become a fixed part of the modern Western imagination through a series of biographical portraits spanning the 19th and 20th centuries. The author traces the roots of declinism and aims to show how major thinkers of the past and present, including Nietzsche, Dubois, Sartre, and Foucault have contributed to its development as a coherent ideology.

**References**

Brown, Wendy Chmielowski; Marilyn Fischer; Shannon Louise; W. Knight; Carol Nackenoff; Karen Pastorello; Wendy Sarvasy; Charlene Haddock; Seigfried and Camilla Stivers examining how the belief in divinely ordained expansionism outlined the course of American history a historian examines the consequences of this idea more than three hundred years later and considers its effects on native Americans and other people of color.

Arthur Herman traces the roots of declinism and shows how major thinkers past and present have contributed to its development as a coherent ideology of cultural pessimism from Nazism to the Sixties counterculture from Britain’s Fabian socialists to America’s multiculturalists and from Dracula and Freud to Robert Bly and Madonna this work examines the idea of decline in Western history and sets out to explain how the conviction of civilization’s inevitable end has become a fixed part of the modern Western imagination through a series of biographical portraits spanning the 19th and 20th centuries. The author traces the roots of declinism and aims to show how major thinkers of the past and present, including Nietzsche, Dubois, Sartre and Foucault have contributed to its development as a coherent ideology of cultural pessimism this fascinating study examines the meteoric career of a vigorous intellectual movement rising out of the age of Jackson as Americans argued over their destiny in the decades preceding the Civil War.

An outspoken new generation of ultra democratic writers entered the fray, staking out positions on politics, literature, and art and any other territory they could annex they called themselves young America and they proclaimed a manifest destiny to push back frontiers in every category of achievement their swagger found a natural home in New York City already bursting at the seams and ready to take on the world young America’s mouthpiece was the Democratic Review, a highly influential magazine funded by the Democratic party and edited by the brash and charismatic John O Sullivan. The review offered a fresh voice in political journalism and sponsored young writers like Hawthorne and Whitman early in their careers, Melville too was influenced by young America and provided a running commentary on its many excesses despite brilliant promise the movement fell apart in the 1850s, leaving its original leaders troubled over the darker destiny they had ushered in their ambitious generation had failed to rewrite history as promised instead their perpetual agitation helped set the stage for the Civil War. Young America’s flowering of democracy in New York City is without question the most complete examination of this captivating and original movement it also provides the first published biography of its leader John O Sullivan one of America’s greatest rhetoricians Edward L Widmer enriches his unique volume by offering a new theory of manifest destiny as part of a broader movement of intellectual expansion in Nineteenth Century America. This work is the most comprehensive reference work on the war of 1812 yet published offering a multidisciplinary treatment of course causes effects and specific details of the war that provides both quick reference and in depth analysis for readers from the high school level to scholars in the field. The encyclopedia of the war of 1812 is a political and military history that dedicates 872 entries totaling some 600,000 words to this important American war. It is the most comprehensive and significant reference work available on the subject. Its entries spotlight the key battles and events, the people responsible, and provide a historical context for understanding the impact of the war on U.S. relations with foreign countries and the broader consequences of the war for American society.
this three volume work offers comprehensive in depth information in a format that lends itself to quick and easy use making it ideal for high school college and university level learners as well as general learning annexes and military libraries scholars of the period and students of american military history will find it essential reading mapping the contradictions and ambiguities in the cultural politics of canadian identity the house of difference opens up new understandings of the operations of tolerance and western liberalism in a supposedly post colonial era combining an analysis of the construction of national identity in both past and present day public culture with interviews with white canadians the house of difference explores how ideas of racial and cultural difference are articulated in colonial and national projects and in the subjectivities of people who consider themselves mainstream or simply canadian canadians who decides who becomes a teacher extends the discussions and critiques of neoliberalism in education by examining the potential for schools of teacher education to contest policies that are typical in k 12 schooling drawing on a case study of faculty collaboration this edited volume reimagines teacher preparation programs as crucial sites of resistance to and refusal of unsound education practices and legislation this volume also reveals by example how education faculty can engage in collaborative scholarly work to investigate the anticipated and unanticipated effects of policy initiatives on teaching and learning in celebrating canada matthew hayday and raymond blake situate canada in an international context as they examine the history and evolution of our national and provincial holidays and annual celebrations at last a history of australia in its dynamic global context in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in response to the mobilisation and mobility of colonial and coloured peoples around the world self styled white men s countries in south africa north america and australasia worked in solidarity to exclude those peoples they defined as not white including africans chinese indians japanese and pacific islanders their policies provoked in turn a long international struggle for racial equality through a rich cast of characters that includes alfred deakin web du bois mahatma gandhi lowe kong meng tokutomi soho jan smuts and theodore roosevelt leading australian historians marilyn lake and henry reynolds tell a gripping story about the circulation of emotions and ideas books and people in which australia emerged as a pace setter in the modern global politics of whiteness the legacy of the white australia policy still cases a shadow over relations with the peoples of africa and asia but campaigns for racial equality have created new possibilities for a more just future remarkable for the breadth of its research and its engaging narrative drawing the global colour line offers a new perspective on the history of human rights and provides compelling and original insight into the international political movements that shaped the twentieth century the new edition of amy greenberg s manifest destiny and american territorial expansion continues to emphasize the social and cultural roots of manifest destiny when exploring the history of u s territorial expansion with a revised introduction and several new documents this second edition includes new coverage of the global context of manifest destiny the early settlement of texas and the critical role of women in america s territorial expansion students are introduced to the increasingly influential transnational concept of settler colonialism while maintaining a central focus on the ideological origins social and economic impetus and territorial acquisitions that fueled u s territorial expansion in the nineteenth century readers of the revised edition will also find an updated bibliography reflecting both the historiography of american expansion and its transnational context as well as updated questions for consideration martial experiences and the mythologies that surround them have profoundly affected the ways in which americans think of themselves wars identify the heroes who help define national character provide the stories for the grand narratives of belonging and sacrifice and serve as markers for essential moments of transformation however only in the last several years have scholars begun using the term cultural history of american warfare to identify the study of how public discourse formulates these defining myths and narratives this volume brings together scholarship from diverse fields in a common mission to demonstrate the usefulness and significance of studying the cultural history of american warfare the martial imagination cultural aspects of american warfare canvasses the american war experience from the revolution to the war on terror examining how it infuses legitimacy and conformity with an urgency that contorts ideas of citizenship nationhood gender and other pliable categories the multidisciplinary scholarship in this volume represents the varied perspectives of cultural history american studies literary criticism war and society media studies and public culture analysis illustrating the rich dialogues that epitomize the cultural history of american warfare bringing together both recognized and emerging scholars this book is the first anthology to feature essays on this topic comprising research from twelve authors who represent a wide range of experiences and disciplines their work uncovers new and surprising understandings of the american war experience that reveal the ways in which culture makers have grappled with the trauma of war salvaged meaning from the meaningless or advanced some ulterior agenda
Manifest Destiny: Chiroptera & Carniformaves 2016-11-09 die expedition von captain meriwether lewis und seinem zweiten officer lieutenant william clark geht weiter sie dringen vor bis ins landesinnere wo sie auf einem weiteren torbogen stoßen der ihnen den erstkontakt zu einer unglaublichen zivilisation ermöglicht und diese ist wie sonst nichts auf dieser welt

American Expansionism, 1783-1860 2003 this new seminar study surveys the history of u s territorial expansion from the end of the american revolution until 1860 the book explores the concept of manifest destiny and asks why if expansion was manifest there was such opposition to almost every expansionist incident paying attention to key themes often overlooked indian removal and the us government land sales policy the book looks at both foreign expansion such as the louisiana purchase in 1803 and the war with mexico in the 1840s and internal expansion as american settlers moved west finally the book addresses the most recent historiographical trends in the subject and asks how americans have dealt with the expansionist legacy

American Stories 2014-03-31 explore america s rich and complex past in this accessible presentation of american history using a streamlined and powerful narrative the authors take readers beyond an assortment of facts to tell the story of our nation american stories covers the essential elements and events in american history and uses significant incidents and episodes to reflect the dilemmas choices and decisions made by the american people as well as by their leaders this title is available in a number of formats digital and print pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through pearson s mylab products coursesmart amazon and more to learn more about pricing options and customization click the choices tab alert before you purchase check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct isbn several versions of pearson s mylab mastering products exist for each title including customized versions for individual schools and registrations are not transferable in addition you may need a courseid provided by your instructor to register for and use pearson s mylab mastering products packages access codes for pearson s mylab mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than pearson check with the seller before completing your purchase used or rental books if you rent or purchase a used book with an access code the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code access codes access codes that are purchased from sellers other than pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong isbn or a previously redeemed code check with the seller prior to purchase

Manifest Destiny 2015-11-09 manifest destiny is a novel that is based largely on events that took place during the korean war in the early 1950 s conflict romance mystery the stigma associated with mental illness and humorous events take place the cultural characteristics of the era and especially those of the small towns of canada and home of the main protagonist are portrayed the lives of the principal characters before during and after the war are described peter farley the main protagonist becomes romantically involved with several women and especially with an american nurse in korea the soviet embassy in ottawa recruits a canadian communist fellow traveller to spy on canadian forces in korea and his identity remains a mystery until near the end of the book combat occurs against the chinese and north korean communist forces in korea peter farley becomes a prisoner of war and returns to canada to a difficult and uncertain future because his mind has been damaged by torture that he endured while in captivity

Manifest Destiny #13 2015-02-18 new story arc venturing deeper into the heartland the expedition discovers another arch which can only signal new trouble while sacagawea experiences complications with her pregnancy

The Birth of Whiteness 1996 as indelible components of the history of the united states race and racism have permeated nearly all aspects of life cultural economic political and social in this first anthology on race in early cinema fourteen scholars examine the origins dynamics and ramifications of racism and eurocentrism and the resistance to both during the early years of american motion pictures any discussion of racial themes and practices in any arena inevitably begins with the definition of race is race an innate and biologically determined essence or is it a culturally constructed category is the question irrelevant perhaps race exists as an ever changing historical and social formation that regardless of any standard definition involves exploitation degradation and struggle in his introduction daniel bernardi writes that early cinema has been a clear partner in the hegemonic struggle over the meaning of race and that it was steadfastly aligned with a eurocentric world view at the expense of those who didn t count as white the contributors to this work tackle these problems and address such subjects as biological determinism miscegenation manifest destiny assimilation and nativism and their impact on early cinema analyses of the birth of a nation romona nanook of the north and madame butterfly and the directorial styles of d w griffith

The American West and the Nazi East 2011-07-12 by employing new optics and a comparative approach this book helps us recognize the unexpected and unsettling connections between america s western empire and nazi germany s eastern empire linking histories previously thought of as totally unrelated and leading readers towards a deep revisioning of the american west and the nazi east

The American West and the Nazi East 2013-10-03 tense complex and fast moving manifest destiny fire on the water is the story of a desperate battle to save a nation when a cataclysmic middle east nuclear war deprives the world of a third of its easily accessible oil prices pass 400 a barrel as a record
developed the desire to expand into new land increased nineteenth century americans believed it was their divine right to expand their territory from the atlantic ocean to the pacific manifest destiny a phrase first used in 1839 by journalist john o sullivan embodied the belief that god had given the people of the united states a mission to spread a republican democracy across the continent advocates of manifest destiny were determined to carry out their mission and instigated several wars including the war with mexico to win much of what is now the southwestern united states in manifest destiny westward expansion learn how this philosophy to spread out across the land shaped our nation

Manifest Destiny 2009 pearson s magazine 1899 1925 a monthly magazine devoted to literature politics and the arts was founded as a new york affiliate of the london periodical of the same name part of which it reprinted from 1916 to 1923 it was edited by frank harris

Pearson's Magazine 1915 this fascinating study sheds new light on antebellum americas notorious filibusters the freebooters and adventurers who organized or participated in armed invasions of nations with whom the united states was formally at peace offering the first full scale analysis of the filibustering movement robt robert may relates the often tragic stories of illegal expeditions into cuba mexico ecuador nicaragua and other latin american countries and details surprising numbers of aborted plots as well may investigates why thousands of men joined filibustering expeditions how they were financed and why the u s government had little success in curtailing them surveying antebellum popular media he shows how the filibustering phenomenon infiltrated the american psyche in newspapers theater music advertising and literature condemned abroad as pirates frequently in language strikingly similar to modern american denunciations of foreign terrorists the filibusters were often celebrated at home as heroes who epitomized the spirit of manifest destiny may concludes by exploring the national consequences of filibustering arguing that the practice inflicted lasting damage on u s relations with foreign countries and contributed to the north south division over slavery that culminated in the civil war

Manifest Destiny's Underworld 2003-04-03 a short guide to writing about history is an ideal complement for any history course intended to teach students to think and write like historians this engaging and practical text will teach students how to go beyond reporting the basic dates and facts of their history books and show them how to infuse their writing with their own ideas and unique perspective covering brief essays and the documented resource paper the text explores the writing and researching processes different modes of historical writing including argument and offers guidelines for improving style as well as documenting sources

Marius 2013-11-01 this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book click here to take a guided tour of the second edition classroom assessment for student learning 2 e is a combination textbook and workbook grounded in research shown to increase student motivation and learning through improved classroom assessment this user friendly practical book is full of real world examples of what assessment for learning looks like in today s classrooms presented in a format appropriate for use by individuals or collaborative learning teams the book teaches two central concepts how to create accurate classroom assessment instruments of all types and how to integrate assessment with instruction day to day with a focus on student involvement the companion cd provides all necessary learning team resources suggestions for forming and facilitating learning teams suggestions for pacing the learning and chapter by chapter forms and materials for completing the activities the second edition of classroom assessment for student learning focuses on the five keys to classroom assessment quality the keys are key 1 establish a clear assessment purpose to meet information needs of all intended users key 2 base instruction and assessment on clear learning targets key 3 design or select all assessments to meet standards of accuracy key 4 communicate summative and formative results effectively key 5 involve students in the assessment process and in using the results to further learning additional resources from ati visit ati pearson com to read more articles on assessment download study guides and more

Social Studies 2013 Leveled Reader 6-Pack Grade 5 Chapter 08 Advanced: President James Polk and Americas Manifest Destiny 2011-04-01 using a rich array of newly available sources and contemporary methodologies from many disciplines the ten original essays in this volume give a fresh appraisal of addams as a theorist and practitioner of democracy in an increasingly interdependent world addams s life work offers resources for activists scholars policy makers and theorists alike this volume demonstrates how scholars continue to interpret addams as a model for transcending disciplinary boundaries generating theory out of concrete experience and keeping theory and practice in close and fruitful dialogue contributors are harriet hyman alonso victoria bissell brown wendy chmielewski marilyn fischer shannon jackson louise w knight carol Nackenoff karen pastorello wendy sarvasay charlene haddock seigfried and camilla stivers

Classroom Assessment for Student Learning 2011-11-21 examining how the belief in divinely ordained expansionism outlined the course of american history a historian examines the consequences of this idea more than three hundred years later and considers its effects on native americans and other people of color

CHARLES HENRY PEARSON FELLOW OF ORIEL AND EDUCATION MINISTER IN VICTORIA. MEMORIALS BY HIMSELF, HIS WIFE, AND HIS FRIENDS 1900 historian arthur herman traces the roots of decline and shows how major thinkers past and present have contributed to its development as a coherent ideology of cultural pessimism from nazism to the sixties counterculture from britain s fabian socialists to america s multiculturalists and from dracula and freud to robert bly and madonna this work examines the idea of decline in western history and sets out to explain how the conviction of civilization s inevitable end has become a fixed part of the modern western imagination through a series of biographical portraits spanning the 19th and 20th centuries the author traces the roots of decline and aims to show how major thinkers of the past and present including nietzsche dubois sartre and foucault have contributed to its development as a coherent ideology of cultural pessimism

Jane Addams and the Practice of Democracy 2010-10-01 this fascinating study examines the meteoric career of a vigorous intellectual movement rising out of the age of jackson as americans argued over their destiny in the decades preceding the civil war an outspoken new generation of ultra democratic writers entered the fray staking out positions on politics literature art and any other territory they could annex they called themselves young
america and they proclaimed a manifest destiny to push back frontiers in every category of achievement their
swagger found a natural home in new york city already bursting at the seams and ready to take on the world young
america s mouthpiece was the democratic review a highly influential magazine funded by the democratic party and
edited by the brash and charismatic john o sullivan the review offered a fresh voice in political journalism and
sponsored young writers like hawthorne and whitman early in their careers melville too was influenced by young
america and provided a running commentary on its many excesses despite brilliant promise the movement fell
apart in the 1850s leaving its original leaders troubled over the darker destiny they had ushered in their ambitious
generation had failed to rewrite history as promised instead their perpetual agitation helped set the stage for the
civil war young america the flowering of democracy in new york city is without question the most complete
examination of this captivating and original movement it also provides the first published biography of its leader
john o sullivan one of america s great rhetoricians edward l widmer enriches his unique volume by offering a new
theory of manifest destiny as part of a broader movement of intellectual expansion in nineteenth century america
Manifest Destiny 1995 this work is the most comprehensive reference work on the war of 1812 yet published
offering a multidisciplinary treatment of course causes effects and specific details of the war that provides both
quick reference and in depth analysis for readers from the high school level to scholars in the field the encyclopedia
of the war of 1812 a political social and military history dedicates 872 entries totaling some 600 000 words to this
important american war it is the most comprehensive and significant reference work available on the subject its
entries spotlight the key battles standout individuals essential weapons and social political and economic
developments and examine the wider concurrent european developments which directly affected this conflict in
north america a volume of primary documents provides more avenues for research this three volume work offers
comprehensive in depth information in a format that lends itself to quick and easy use making it ideal for high
school college and university level learners as well as general learning annexes and military libraries scholars of the
period and students of american military history will find it essential reading
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1975 mapping the contradictions and ambiguities in the cultural politics of
Canadian identity the house of difference opens up new understandings of the operations of tolerance and western
liberalism in a supposedly post colonial era combining an analysis of the construction of national identity in both
past and present day public culture with interviews with white canadians the house of difference explores how ideas
of racial and cultural difference are articulated in colonial and national projects and in the subjectivities of people
who consider themselves mainstream or simply canadian canadians
The Idea of Decline in Western History 2010-06-15 who decides who becomes a teacher extends the
discussions and critiques of neoliberalism in education by examining the potential for schools of teacher education
to contest policies that are typical in k 12 schooling drawing on a case study of faculty collaboration this edited
volume reimagines teacher preparation programs as crucial sites of resistance to and refusal of unsound education
practices and legislation this volume also reveals from example how education faculty can engage in collaborative
scholarly work to investigate the anticipated and unanticipated effects of policy initiatives on teaching and learning
Young America 2000 in celebrating canada matthew hayday and raymond blake situate canada in an international
context as they examine the history and evolution of our national and provincial holidays and annual celebrations
The Encyclopedia of the War of 1812 [3 volumes] 2012-04-25 at last a history of australia in its dynamic global
context in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in response to the mobilisation and mobility of colonial
and coloured peoples around the world self styled white men s countries in south africa north america and
australasia worked in solidarity to exclude those peoples they defined as not white including africans chinese
indians japanese and pacific islanders their policies provoked in turn a long international struggle for racial equality
through a rich cast of characters that includes alfred deakin web du bois mahatma gandhi lowe kong meng
tokutomi soho john smuts and theodore roosevelt leading australian historians marilyn lake and henry reynolds tell a
gripping story about the circulation of emotions and ideas books and people in which australia emerged as a pace
setter in the modern global politics of whiteness the legacy of the white australia policy still cases a shadow over
relations with the peoples of africa and asia but campaigns for racial equality have created new possibilities for a
more just future remarkable for the breadth of its research and its engaging narrative drawing the global colour line
offers a new perspective on the history of human rights and provides compelling and original insight into the
international political movements that shaped the twentieth century
House of Difference 2005-06-20 the new edition of amy greenberg s manifest destiny and american territorial
expansion continues to emphasize the social and cultural roots of manifest destiny when exploring the history of u s
territorial expansion with a revised introduction and several new documents this second edition includes new
coverage of the global context of manifest destiny the early settlement of texas and the critical role of women in
america s territorial expansion students are introduced to the increasingly influential transnational concept of
settler colonialism while maintaining a central focus on the ideological origins social and economic impetus and
territorial acquisitions that fueled u s territorial expansion in the nineteenth century readers of the revised edition
will also find an updated bibliography reflecting both the historiography of american expansion and its transnational
context as well as updated questions for consideration
Who Decides Who Becomes a Teacher? 2018-11-09 martial experiences and the mythologies that surround
them have profoundly affected the ways in which americans think of themselves wars identify the heroes who help
define national character provide the stories for the grand narratives of belonging and sacrifice and serve as
markers for essential moments of transformation however only in the last several years have scholars begun using
the term cultural history of american warfare to identify the study of how public discourse formulates these defining
myths and narratives this volume brings together scholarship from diverse fields in a common mission to
demonstrate the usefulness and significance of studying the cultural history of american warfare the martial
imagination cultural aspects of american warfare canvasses the american war experience from the revolution to the
war on terror examining how it infuses legitimacy and conformity with an urgency that connots ideas of citizenship
nationhood gender and other pliable categories the multidisciplinary scholarship in this volume represents the
varied perspectives of cultural history american studies literary criticism war and society media studies and public
culture analysis illustrating the rich dialogues that epitomize the cultural history of american warfare bringing
together both recognized and emerging scholars this book is the first anthology to feature essays on this topic
comprising research from twelve authors who represent a wide range of experiences and disciplines their work
uncovers new and surprising understandings of the american war experience that reveal the ways in which culture
makers have grappled with the trauma of war salvaged meaning from the meaningless or advanced some ulterior
agenda
Celebrating Canada 2016-01-01
drawing the global colour line 2008
American Manifest Destiny and the Holocausts 1979
Manifest Destiny and American Territorial Expansion 2017-12-05
The Martial Imagination 2013-10-10
"The" Quarterly Review 1893
The Quarterly Review 1893